REGENERATION WHEEL

SOLARIS BLANKET
“I am in love with my Blanket...”
Lisa C., Mediscen client

“Reflection”: Solaris Blanket
- protects the body from harmful outside energy fields;
- reflects and accumulates the body’s own energy; improves
energy distribution;
- “mirrors” the body’s “energetic portrait” (information
management)= Feedback
The SOLARIS Blanket has
been developed almost a
quarter century ago within a
Russian Space Research
Program as an evolution of the
famous Wilhelm Reich’s
“orgone accumulator”.
It is the simplest Feedback
device that represents an
“energy mirror” to the body.
The Solaris Blanket “cocoons
the body in a field of positive
self-generated radiations”
making you younger, stronger,
happier, and, yes, radiant.
You have to try it to FEEL it!

The Solaris Blanket is proven to be an excellent means of daily:
- Stress Relief,
- Easing of Pain and Exhaustion,
- Prevention of Premature Aging.
By gently and gradually aligning the body’s energetic processes, it
assists in healing from a wide variety of dis-ease conditions.
SOLARIS is entirely safe and natural. It requires no special training.
Use it for pain relief...stress relief...sleep disorders...to increase
resistance to seasonal infections and viruses...to reduce the symptoms
of many diseases...to increase blood circulation and relax muscles...as
an anti-aging treatment...or just to feel warm and toasty.
The SOLARIS Blanket is good for absolutely everyone in any
circumstances. It is especially valuable for children and elderly
people, because it strengthens the body against dangers and hazards
of its environment and preserves the body’s energy resources.
SOLARIS can be used to great advantage to maximise athletic
performance. It has also proven very effective for veterinary use.
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Q: There are a few Energy Blankets on the market – and also the famous Orgone Blanket...
Which Healing Blanket is best for me and why?

WE RECOMMEND: The SOLARIS BLANKET
Even though the SOLARIS Blanket is indeed based on the
work of Wilhelm Reich, it is not the same as the Orgone
Blanket. Russian space scientists merged the Reich’s
research with their own ideas and observations of the
effects of cosmonaut’s costumes – and came up with the
version of the Blanket as we now know as SOLARIS.
The SOLARIS Blanket originally contained the same shiny
metalized material that cosmonauts’ space costumes
were made of, with one of the metals being palladium an extremely expensive yet very effective EMF isolator
and reflector. The material is lighter now yet SOLARIS
still stays mainly “an energy mirror” and a feedback
device.

BEFORE SOLARIS Blanket
Client in Severe STRESS –
aura is weak and uneven, arrows show holes

AFTER SOLARIS Blanket
Client in Severe STRESS –
strong and even aura showing no holes in it

SOLARIS is lighter and thinner than the Orgone Blanket
and very user-friendly. It acts as a reflective shield to
protect your cells from the ravages of dangerous electromagnetic, microwave, and electro-static fields ever
present in the atmosphere. The SOLARIS' shield also
traps your body's own heat and electromagnetic fields
and reflects them back. Skin temperature increases by 11.5 degrees Celsius. Blood vessels dilate and muscles
relax in the nurturing warmth. At the same time, the
electrical charge is heightened on the skin surface and in
cells stimulating the autonomic nervous system and
enhancing metabolic functions.
As a result, the SOLARIS Blanket has proven to be highly
effective in the treatment of cardio-vascular and
respiratory
diseases,
muscular-skeletal
injury,
degenerative
disorders,
and
digestive
problems.
Research has shown improvement of up to 92%,
particularly in nervous system disorders and in stress
relief. The elderly and infirm are particularly at benefit
for the rejuvenating, restorative effects of SOLARIS.

The Healing Technology Checklist
-

- Yes
Is it EFFECTIVE?
- Yes
Is it SAFE?
- Yes
Does it work FAST?
- Yes
Is it EASY to use?
- Yes
Can I do it?
- Yes
Can I AFFORD it?
YOU CANNOT AFFORD NOT TO HAVE IT!
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